incoherent and inequitable manifest-disregard standard that exists today. More broadly, it is an alternative method of reforming mandatory arbitration-an idea that seems to be gaining popular appeal. 5
II. ARBITRATION AND IMPERFECT PROCEDURAL JUSTICE
The Federal Arbitration Act's legislative history shows that Congress wanted to create an efficient dispute-resolution system that would respect parties' rights to an accurate award. 6 But that same history does not show where, exactly, Congress wanted to draw the line between these competing interests.' So courts have been tasked with crafting an arbitration system that fleshes out Congress's amorphous intent, and the result has been a patchwork of decisions that elevates efficiency over accuracy and fairness. there is evidence of an award procured by fraud, partiality or corruption of the arbitrators, misconduct by the arbitrators in refusing to postpone a hearing or failing to hear evidence, or arbitrators exceeding their powers). So one could assume that in choosing between efficiency and accuracy, Congress chose efficiency. Although the assumption probably would be correct, the reasoning would be thin. While some commentators claim that this emphasis on efficiency has caused arbitration to become "lawless," 9 most believe that courts are getting it right-that Congress intended efficiency to be the compelling interest.' 0 Ultimately I agree. But I also believe the emphasis on efficiency versus accuracy has shifted over time, with Congress and the public placing increasing emphasis on accuracy in recent years."
This shift is a reaction against the Supreme Court's "national policy favoring arbitration" and the corresponding growth of mandatory arbitration over the last two decades. 12 Consumers, employees, patients, 12. See Southland, 465 U.S. at 10 ("In enacting § 2 of the federal Act, Congress declared a national policy favoring arbitration and withdrew the power of the states to require a judicial forum for the resolution of claims which the contracting parties agreed to resolve by arbitration."); see also Sternlight, supra note 5, at 1632-33 (explaining how the "national policy" led to an increase in mandatory arbitration).
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franchisees, and public interest groups are demanding more procedural fairness in arbitration, usually by calling for greater judicial review of legally inaccurate awards. They believe that being "forced" into a dispute resolution procedure with few options for error correction is unfair, which explains the increased tension over arbitration's efficiency policy, including questions over whether it justifies limiting certain parties' procedural right to challenge legally inaccurate awards."
This ongoing conflict between efficiency and accuracy shows that arbitration is a form of imperfect procedural justice, one that has independent criteria for accuracy while also considering "other ends of the law." 1 4 The following Section briefly examines procedural justice in arbitration, with a particular focus on the role that manifest disregard plays in balancing efficiency and accuracy. It starts with a brief background on the concept of procedural justice.
A. A Primer on Procedural Justice
Procedural justice has been considered in two different contexts: political philosophy and social psychology.
While this Article principally addresses the latter, it initially uses the former to explain arbitration's particular brand of procedural justice, drawing from John Rawls to illustrate what arbitration is and what it is not.
In A Theory ofJustice, Rawls set out three basic forms of procedural justice: perfect, imperfect, and pure.1 5 He illustrated perfect procedural justice by describing a fair process for equally dividing a cake (making the assumption that an equal division is a fair division). 6 The person slicing the cake takes the last piece, thereby ensuring equal shares.' 7 This illustrates the two main features of perfect procedural justice.18 First, it has an independent criterion for determining what constitutes the correct result-equal slices.' 9 Second, it has a procedure for ensuring the 13. As the Court expanded the scope of arbitrable claims and encouraged lower courts to defer to arbitrators' awards, efficiency was one of its main justifications, but it still expressed support for accurate awards. See, e.g., Mitsubishi Motors Corp., 473 U.S. at 628 ("By agreeing to arbitrate a statutory claim, a party does not forgo the substantive rights afforded by the statute; it only submits to their resolution in an arbitral, rather than a judicial, forum.").
14. desired outcome-slicer picks last. 20 As Rawls conceded, perfect procedural justice is rare in "cases of much practical interest." 2 Unlike perfect procedural justice, pure procedural justice has no independent criterion for determining the correct result.
2 2 Instead, it has fair procedures that, if followed, lead to a fair outcome.
2 3 Take, for instance, Rawls's gambling example. If a group of people undertakes a series of fair bets, then the distribution of money after the last bet is fair whatever it is-assuming, among other things, that no one cheats.
24 This is so because the betting procedures are fair and because the group members freely choose to place the bets under conditions that are fair. 25 But fair procedures translate into fair results only when carried out.
2 6 So, because there is no independent criterion for determining fair results, achieving pure procedural justice depends on implementing the fair procedures. 27 Finally, Rawls illustrated imperfect procedural justice by describing a criminal trial.
28
The desired outcome is that the defendant is found guilty only if she committed the act she has been accused of committing.29 But it is impossible to design procedures that consistently achieve this result. 3 o The trick, then, is to design procedures that promote accuracy while also considering the law's other ends, like costs.
3
Thus, the characteristic feature of imperfect procedural justice is an independent criterion for a desired outcome-conviction only if guilty-but no feasible procedure for consistently obtaining that outcome because "other ends of the law" must be considered. 32 Arbitration fits Rawis's concept of imperfect procedural justice. Although it has an independent criterion for determining the correct result-perfect accuracy for awards-it has no feasible procedure for achieving that result because it takes costs into account. In other words, because arbitration is designed to be an efficient process, it cannot guarantee the awards' accuracy. This presents a challenge when courts are asked to confirm or vacate arbitrators' decisions. Judges dislike approving inaccurate awards, especially in cases where parties have unequal bargaining power. Yet, judges also recognize arbitration's limited-review principle. So they are forced to balance their desire for accuracy against arbitration's efficiency policy. Efficiency typically wins at the expense of accurate outcomes. 33 To Rawls, the idea behind procedural justice is designing a process that leads to just outcomes. 34 But Rawls wrote to a very different audience; he did not explore this idea in the context of resolving legal disputes. John Thibaut and Laurens Walker were two of the first to do so.3s They studied parties' psychological responses to variations in dispute-resolution procedures, and, in a series of studies and articles, they advanced three arguments regarding parties' procedural preferences:
(1) that perceptions of procedural fairness influence procedural preferences, (2) that distribution of control within procedures determines preferences, and (3) that parties prefer procedures that allow them to control the information that is used to resolve the dispute.1 6 Their arguments show the importance of control and of parties' subjective views on procedural fairness-two of procedural justice's main features.
As to control, Thibaut and Walker identified two types. The first, process control, refers to control over the development and presentation 33. This is exhibited by the narrow manifest-disregard standard that most courts apply. See cases cited supra note 8. Those courts refuse to review arbitration awards for legal error unless the moving party shows that the arbitrator consciously ignored known, applicable law. See cases cited supra note 8. Legal 
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of information used to resolve a dispute. 38 The second, decision control, focuses on a party's ability to shape a dispute's outcome. 39 In arbitration, parties typically have high process control and low decision control. 40 But that varies based on the disparity in parties' bargaining power. The party with the greatest bargaining power dictates control distribution. That is, the party with greater bargaining power controls the arbitration agreement, so it also controls how disputes under the agreement are resolved. Too much control diminishes procedural justice for the other party to the dispute because the other party has little influence over the process or outcome.
4 '
As to parties' subjective views on procedural fairness, Thibaut and Walker's work supports three important ideas. First, parties' satisfaction with procedural fairness strongly correlates with parties' outcome satisfaction.
4 2 In other words, parties are more likely to be satisfied with an outcome if they believe the procedure used to obtain it was fair.
43
Employing fair procedures also enhances the chances of parties accepting and complying with the outcome, thus reducing the likelihood of post-dispute conflict and enforcement costs." Second, because the parties "own" their dispute and want control over how their dispute is resolved, their preferences should guide its resolution. 45 41. See Stemlight, supra note 5, at 1635 ("[lIt is highly problematic to permit the most powerful actors in a society to craft a dispute resolution system that is best for them but not necessarily their opponents or the public at large.").
42 means that legal decisions, to the extent possible, should follow a procedure that the parties agree is just. 46 Finally, parties' subjective views are important because "they can be used to advance the goals of democratic governance."A' That is, legal procedures should be consistent with the public's values and desires over time. 48 Given this need for consistency, we should translate parties' subjective views on procedures into policies effectuating those views.
But procedural justice doesn't focus solely on parties' subjective beliefs; it has an objective component as well. So it can be discussed in terms of subjective or objective standards. In other words, procedural justice can focus on what makes some procedures seem fairer than others, or it can focus on whether certain procedures lead to more accurate or just outcomes. 5 1 While this is consistent with the two main goals of the judicial system-to correctly apply the law to given sets of facts and to apply the law in such a way that parties willingly comply with courts' decisions 5 2 -these goals often conflict. The question, then, is whether procedures for applying the law can confer legitimacy on an incorrect decision.
Although some tension between outcome-based and process-based models of procedural justice exists, 53 research has shown that parties may independently assess outcomes and the procedures that lead to them. 54 In other words, the outcome need not be favorable for the parties to perceive the procedure as fair.
Parties assess the procedure itself, specifically evaluating the amount of control it offersfs And the 46. Tyler, supra note 45, at 874 ("People should be able to willingly embrace the solutions reached in legal proceedings.").
47 [Vol. 59 outcome alone does not always reflect parties' overall satisfaction with the dispute resolution process. Rather, process satisfaction is a function of both the outcome and the fairness of the procedures followed. 57 Thus, parties might consider themselves bound to an incorrect decision "if it results from a procedure that affords [the parties] a meaningful opportunity to participate in a process that strikes a reasonable balance between the goal of accurate outcomes and the inevitable costs imposed by any system of dispute resolution." 5 8 And that is the issue this Article addresses in the mandatory-arbitration context. Does its system of procedures, specifically focusing on the doctrine of manifest disregard, strike that reasonable balance? The answer is no, and the next Section explains why.
B. Procedural Justice, Mandatory Arbitration, and Decision Control
When Congress passed the Federal Arbitration Act, arbitration typically involved business-to-business disputes. 5 9 But the Supreme Court subsequently announced a "national policy favoring arbitration" that encouraged courts to enforce arbitration agreements,o which, in turn, spawned an increase in mandatory arbitration." Businesses began between parties of relatively equal bargaining power, to a system where arbitration has become a profession and a commercialized industry that is imposed upon consumers and employees."). Sternlight also notes that Congress probably did not intend arbitration to be used by businesses against consumers. Sternlight, supra note 5, at 1636 ("Indeed, to the limited extent that the possibility of such arbitration was considered by Congress in 1925, when it passed the FAA, those few who spoke on the issue made clear that they did not view such a use of arbitration as appropriate.").
60. Southland Corp. v. Keating, 465 U.S. 1, 10 (1984). 61. See Sternlight, supra note 5, at 1632 (explaining how the "national policy" led to an increase in mandatory arbitration). Section 2 of the FAA makes arbitration provisions in contracts "evidencing a transaction involving commerce" enforceable. 9 U.S.C. § 2 (2006). The Supreme Court's "national policy favoring arbitration" coincided with its expansion of the Commerce Clause requiring consumers, employees, franchisees, patients, and others to arbitrate disputes and limited those parties' basic procedural rights through their arbitration agreements.
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And they implemented these agreements knowing how difficult it is to overturn an arbitration award on appeal.
In other words, they implemented favorable procedural changes under their arbitration agreements knowing that their changes would be insulated from judicial review."
Enforcing these mandatory-arbitration agreements negatively affects perceptions of procedural justice. It seems unfair that a party can design a process that limits basic procedural rights and impose it on another, particularly if that process limits judicial review. Parties understandably question procedural fairness under such circumstances. And if legal decisions should be reached following a procedure that the parties agree is just, then each party's procedural preferences should be taken into account. 6 Thibaut and Walker showed the importance of these subjective views on procedural faimess. 68 And other studies have shown the importance that parties in arbitration place on fairness overall.
to cover activities "affecting" interstate commerce, which could help explain the Court's expansion of disputes that can be subject to arbitration over the last twenty to twenty-five years. See Southland, 465 U.S. PROBS. 253, 262-63 (2004) (stating that parties who draft the arbitration agreement can create procedural rules that "can eliminate or severely limit basic procedural rights, including affordable access to the dispute resolution forum, discovery, class action, live hearings and cross-examination of witnesses, the use of unbiased decisionmakers, process transparency, and reasoned, written opinions.").
63. See Sternlight, supra note 5, at 1637-38, 1645-46. 64. Thornburg, supra note 62, at 266 ("A further problem is that the FAA largely insulates procedural changes and limitations on remedies from judicial review."); see also Stemlight, supra note 5, at 1644-46 (discussing the difficulty of appealing an arbitration award).
65. See Stemlight, supra note 5, at 1671 ("Even if the process which is being forced is itself 'fair,' the forcing of that process on one side by the other raises the concern, from a procedural justice standpoint, that the process is tainted."). For example, Richard Naimark and Stephanie Keer authored a recent study that asked arbitration participants to rank eight factors in order of importance: fair and just result, cost, monetary award, finality of decision, speed, arbitrator expertise, privacy, and future relations. 69 "Fair and just result" ranked first by a substantial margin, with eighty-one percent of participants giving it the highest possible ranking. 70 "Cost," "speed," "arbitrator expertise," and "monetary award" were part of a four-way statistical tie for second. 7 1 And "finality" came in just behind that group. 72 Thus, "fair and just result" outranked the other, more traditional arbitration characteristics.
See
The authors also found that "fair and just result" includes elements of substantive and procedural justice.
73 So the parties care about getting the right result in the right way. 74 Mandatory arbitration inhibits procedural justice in this regard because it creates a control imbalance between the parties. 75 The party with less bargaining power has little to no say in how the arbitration will proceed, and it has little control over the ultimate award. This is problematic given that one of the fundamental characteristics of procedural justice is control. 76 Parties like control over the outcome-decision control-and control over the procedures that lead to the outcome-process control. 7 In fact, several studies 70. Id. at 204 ("This means that a fair and just result was nearly twice as important as the next closest rankings."). "Fair and just result" ranked first among both claimants and respondents. Id. Also, participants ranked all of the characteristics both before and after their arbitrations. Id. The percentage of participants who ranked "fair and just result" as the most important characteristic actually increased in the surveys given after the arbitration proceedings. Id.
71. Id. at 206. There was a small difference between the rankings for "cost" and "monetary award." Id. at 204. Forty-six percent of the participants gave "cost" the highest possible ranking, while forty-three percent gave "monetary award" the highest possible ranking. Id.
72. Id. at 207. While this study was performed on international commercial arbitration, its results are nevertheless instructive for mandatory arbitrations between commercial parties and individuals.
73. Id at 205. 74. Id. ("Simply winning does not explain the ranking tendency. Getting the result in the 'right way', procedural justice also speaks strongly to the participants in these arbitrations.").
EDWARD BRUNET ET AL., ARBITRATION LAW IN AMERICA:
A CRITICAL ASSESSMENT 6-7 (2006) ("Bilateral consent to arbitrate is essential to autonomy and to freedom. If only one party wants arbitration, the other party loses party control.").
76. See Thibaut & Walker, A Theory ofProcedure, supra note 35, at 546 ("The distribution of control among the procedural group participants is the most significant factor in characterizing a procedural system."); see also Folger, supra note 40, at 57-58 (same); Shapiro & Brett, supra note 36, at 1167 (discussing the importance of control in procedural justice).
77. See Thibaut & Walker, A Theory ofProcedure, supra note 35, at 546 ("'Control' involves at least two elements: control over the decision and control over the process."); see also Folger, supra performed in the context of arbitration have shown that parties prefer direct control over the outcome in the form of appeal mechanisms. 78 Giving such control to the parties enhances procedural justice. 9 This is true not only because it represents an opportunity to exercise control, but also because it indicates that the system safeguards against error and bias. 80 For example, Donna Shestowsky published a study in 2004 that examined preferences for decision control, process control, and control over substantive rules in small-claim disputes between individuals.
8 ' Taking into account social status (equal versus lower) and role (plaintiff versus defendant), Shestowsky looked into the type of dispute-resolution features that parties prefer and whether parties' preferences varied depending on the type of dispute. 82 Through three separate experiments, she ultimately found that parties prefer having veto power over a third party's decision to having a third party make a binding decision. 83 It is therefore worth considering how much control parties in mandatory arbitration should have over rejecting an arbitrator's award. More specifically, given the conflict in arbitration between efficiency and accuracy, it is worth considering the control that parties have over rejecting an arbitrator's award for legal error and whether that control is sufficient from a procedural justice standpoint. The answer, in short, is that parties have multiple grounds for appealing an award, 84 but only one of the available grounds, manifest disregard, allows courts to examine the accuracy of the award while taking into consideration "other ends of note 40, at 58 (describing decision control and process control).
78. the law," like costs. 85 Manifest disregard forces courts to balance the importance of efficiency and accuracy in arbitration, thus showing arbitration as a form of imperfect procedural justice. 86 The question, then, is whether manifest disregard, in its current form, strikes a reasonable balance between these competing interests.
III. MANIFEST DISREGARD IN ITS CURRENT FORM
When reviewing arbitration awards, courts struggle to balance efficiency and accuracy, particularly when it comes to applying the 87 manifest-disregard doctrine.
In part, this is because the doctrine remains largely undefined; courts can mold it to fit the needs of any particular case." But whatever the cause, the result has been a myriad of inconsistent interpretations of the doctrine. Some are based on the idea that an arbitrator cannot consciously ignore known, applicable law. Some focus less on the arbitrator's mental state and more on the inequity of allowing an egregious legal error to stand regardless of whether the arbitrator intended the error. Because of these inconsistencies, it is a flawed doctrine, and it will continue to be flawed until courts adopt a more consistent way to apply it.
85. See RAWLS, supra note 1, at 85 (explaining the balance of accuracy against other ends of the law).
86. See Poser, supra note 33, at 505 ("[Tjhe manifest disregard ground is an attempt to balance 'the public interest in having arbitrators stay within the applicable law versus the public policy in favor of speedy and economical function of the arbitration process."' (quoting Marta B. Varela, Arbitration and the Doctrine ofManifest Disregard, 49 DisP. RESOL. J. 64, 71 (1994))).
87. Some interpret the manifest-disregard standard more broadly than others, thus subjecting awards to more detailed review. Compare Prudential-Bache Sec., Inc. v. Tanner, 72 F.3d 234, 240 (1st Cir. 1995) ("in order to demonstrate that the arbitrator both recognized and ignored the applicable law, 'there must be some showing in the record, other than the result obtained, that the arbitrators knew the law and expressly disregarded it."' (citations omitted)), and Health Servs. Mgmt. Corp. v. Hughes, 975 F.2d 1253, 1267 (7th Cir. 1992) ("[T]o vacate an arbitration award for manifest disregard of the law, there must be something beyond and different from mere error in law or failure on the part of the arbitrators to understand or apply the law. . . ."), with Willemijn Houdstennaatschappij, BV v. Standard Microsystems Corp., 103 F.3d 9, 13 (2d Cir. 1997) ("[A) court may infer that the arbitrators manifestly disregarded the law if it finds that the error made by the arbitrators is so obvious that it would be instantly perceived by the average person qualified to serve as an arbitrator."), Cole v. Burns Int'l Sec. Servs., 105 F.3d 1465, 1487 (D.C. Cir. 1997) (stating that the Supreme Court's "assumptions regarding the arbitration of statutory claims are valid only if judicial review under the 'manifest disregard of the law' standard is sufficiently rigorous to ensure that arbitrators have properly interpreted and applied statutory law."), and Advest, Inc. v. McCarthy, 914 F.2d 6, 10 (1st Cir. 1990) ("In certain circumstances, the governing law may have such widespread familiarity, pristine clarity, and irrefutable applicability that a court could assume the arbitrators knew the rule and, notwithstanding, swept it under the rug.").
88. See Hayford, supra note 10, at 122-32 (explaining how courts have given manifest disregard different, and conflicting, definitions over time).
But before explaining how the current doctrinal applications should be changed, this Article first explains, in a little more detail, why. To do so requires a brief history of the doctrine, a description of its different applications, and an explanation of how those applications reflect courts' inability to choose between efficiency and accuracy as the more important arbitration policy.
A. The Foundation of and Methods of Applying, the Doctrine
The Supreme Court created the manifest-disregard-of-the-law doctrine in 1953.89 And it did so as dicta in a case that it subsequently overturned (on other grounds). 90 In fact, all the Court said was, "In unrestricted submissions, . . .the interpretations of the law by the arbitrators in contrast to manifest disregard are not subject, in the federal courts, to judicial review for error in interpretation." 9 ' That was the extent of the Court's discussion. It gave no further details on what manifest disregard of the law meant, and it gave no indication that it even intended manifest disregard to constitute a new ground for vacating arbitration awards under the FAA.
So the doctrine has no concrete foundation, which is the most frequent criticism against it. 93 But that has not prevented lower courts-and the Supreme Court itself-from continuing to recognize the doctrine as a ground for vacating arbitration awards. In fact, every federal circuit court of appeals has adopted it (although the Fifth and Eleventh Circuits have since renounced it)," many state courts have adopted it, 9 5 and parties seeking [Vol. 59 to overturn arbitration awards now rely on manifest disregard more frequently than any other ground for vacatur. 9 6 In short, it is widely recognized and widely used as a ground for trying to vacate awards under the FAA.
Yet, the Supreme Court rarely has addressed the doctrine since creating it, 97 and only recently did the Court give it any substantive analysis. So lower courts freely applied the doctrine over the last fifty years without any real constraints on its scope or method of application. Naturally, this led to varied applications of the doctrine-some very broad, some extremely narrow, but all attempting to balance arbitration's competing goals of efficiency and accuracy.
The first method of applying manifest disregard is known as the "futility-acknowledged" approach. 99 It is based on the level of difficulty involved in determining whether an arbitrator has consciously decided to ignore known, applicable law, especially if the arbitrator did not issue a reasoned award. 00 Courts following this approach will not apply the manifest-disregard doctrine unless direct evidence exists that the arbitrator consciously disregarded the law. decided not to apply it. As arbitrators need not explain their award, and did not do so here, it is no wonder that appellant is hard pressed to satisfy the exacting criteria for invocation of the doctrine."' (citations otnitted)), abrogatedon other grounds by Hall St., 552 U.S. at 583.
101. Hayford, supra note 10, at 126; see also Scodro, supra note 94, at 570 (noting that most courts will limit the manifest-disregard doctrine to "instances in which 'the law is totally clear, the arbitrator understood the law, and chose to ignore it."').
severely limited approach; in fact, it essentially makes the doctrine a nullity.' 02 Without a reasoned award, or a transcript of the proceedings showing that the arbitrator explicitly refused to follow the law, it is nearly impossible to convince a court to overturn an award under this standard.
0
The second method of applying manifest disregard is the "big-error" approach.o 6 As its name implies, this approach does not require direct evidence that the arbitrator consciously disregarded the law; instead, it focuses on whether the arbitrator made an egregious mistake. 0 7 In short, it allows a court to overturn an arbitration award by assuming that the arbitrator consciously disregarded known, applicable law based simply on the law's clarity and the arbitrator's failure to apply it.' 08 This is the broadest potential application of the manifest-disregard doctrine and the least frequently used. Any court that uses it does so despite Wilko's 102. Hayford, supra note 10, at 126. 103. Poser, supra note 33, at 505-06 ("Given the fact that arbitrators seldom write opinions explaining their decisions, there is little likelihood that a losing party in an arbitration will be able to persuade a reviewing court that the arbitrators manifestly disregarded the law.").
104. See id at 515 ("Because the manifest disregard standard protects an arbitral award from vacatur if the arbitrators did not know the law, it encourages arbitrators not to find out what the law is and at the same time penalizes parties who fail to bring the law to the arbitrators' attention . . . ."); see also LEONARD L. RISKIN & JAMES E. WESTBROOK, DISPUTE RESOLUTION AND LAWYERS 564 (2d ed. 1997) ("Under the 'manifest disregard' standard of review, it appears that a court could confirm an arbitrator's award that was based on an erroneous interpretation of a federal statute as long as the arbitrator did not know that the award conflicted with the statute.").
105. The third application falls somewhere between the first two and is known as the "presumption-based" approach.11o Under this approach the court reviews the record of the arbitration proceedings and will overturn the award if something in that record creates a presumption that the arbitrator ignored known, applicable law."' For example, the Eleventh Circuit once overturned an award under the manifest-disregard standard because it disagreed with the arbitrator's legal conclusion and because the prevailing party at the arbitration had "flagrantly and blatantly urged" the arbitrator to ignore the controlling law.
112 With no written opinion, this was the only available evidence that the arbitrator consciously disregarded the law, but the court thought it was enough to overturn the award."
3 So, like the futility-acknowledged approach, the presumptionbased approach requires some, albeit limited, proof that the arbitrator knew the law and chose to ignore it. Yet, like the big-error approach, it allows the court to overturn an award without direct proof that the arbitrator made a conscious decision to ignore the law.114
All three approaches show that the doctrine is malleable, giving courts flexibility in using it to balance arbitration's efficiency policy against their desire for accurate awards."' But the three approaches also show courts' disagreement over what the appropriate balance between efficiency and accuracy should be." 6 Courts applying the narrow standard are enforcing arbitration's limited-review principle, which is based on arbitration's efficiency policy. Courts applying the broader standard find inaccurate awards fundamentally unfair. Neither of these extremes is correct when applied uniformly to all types of arbitration; the emphasis placed on efficiency or accuracy should depend on the type of arbitration involved. The Court's intent, undoubtedly, has been to promote arbitration's efficiency policy. But the uniform application of this "no legal error" rule to all arbitrations fails to recognize that not all arbitrations are alike. And it excessively limits other courts' abilities to overturn awards under the manifest-disregard standard in mandatory arbitrations. Thus, it exhibits the contradiction between arbitration's goal of accurate awards and the absence of any meaningful judicial review to achieve that goal." 2 ' To explain this passage, a brief aside on the case itself is necessary.
Hall Street sued Mattel in federal court over two issues: (1) whether Mattel had complied with applicable environmental laws during the term of the parties' lease and (2) whether Mattel properly terminated that lease.1 2 2
But during the course of the litigation, the parties agreed to 117. See supra note 105 and accompanying text. In addition to the Wilko Court's statement regarding no judicial review for "error in interpretation," also see Major League Baseball Players Ass'n v. Garvey, 532 U.S. 504, 509 (2001) (stating that "serious error" by the arbitrator does not warrant vacating an award).
118. Poser, supra note 33, at 504-05 ("The judicially created 'manifest disregard' ground for vacatur represents an attempt by the federal courts to resolve the inherent contradiction between the goal that arbitrators faithfully and accurately apply the law and the absence of meaningful judicial review to enforce this goal.").
119. 552 U.S. 576 (2008). 120. Id. at 578. The question presented in the petition for certiorari was whether "the Federal Arbitration Act ('FAA') precludes a federal court from enforcing the parties' clearly expressed agreement providing for more expansive judicial review of an arbitration award than the narrow standard of review otherwise provided for in the FAA The agreement stated that the district court-the same court that was hearing the lease-termination dispute-could vacate or modify the arbitrator's award if the arbitrator's conclusions of law were "erroneous." 24 This, of course, is not one of the statutory grounds for vacatur under the FAA. 125 So, by contracting for review of legal error, the parties had attempted to contractually expand the court's ability to vacate awards.1 26 When the arbitrator ruled in favor of Mattel, Hall Street appealed the ruling to the district court, which overturned the award (based on legal error) and remanded to the arbitrator for further consideration.1 2 7 Then, after the arbitrator ruled in favor of Hall Street on remand, both parties sought to modify the award. 128 The district court, however, allowed it to stand.1 29 Each party then appealed to the Ninth Circuit, where Mattel argued for the first time that the district court erred when it reviewed the arbitrator's award for legal error.1 30 Citing a recent Ninth Circuit en banc opinion, Mattel argued that the arbitration provision was unenforceable.' 3 ' The Ninth Circuit ultimately agreed.
32
Hall Street then filed a petition for certiorari with the Supreme Court, which the Court granted to "decide whether the grounds for vacatur and modification provided by § § 10 and 11 of the FAA are exclusive." 33 In appealing the Ninth Circuit's decision, Hall Street made two arguments. First, it argued that the provision allowing review for legal error was valid because arbitration is a "creature of contract." 
See 9 U.S.C. § 10(a) (2006) (stating that a court may vacate an arbitration award where (1)
the winning party procured the award by corruption or fraud, (2) the arbitrators were biased or corrupt, (3) the arbitrators were guilty of misconduct, or (4) the arbitrators exceeded their powers 140. Id. at 585. The Court also added to the confusion over the foundation of the doctrine. Specifically, the Court called Wilko's manifest-disregard statement "vague" and then it said: "Maybe the term 'manifest-disregard' was meant to name a new ground for review, but maybe it merely referred to the § 10 grounds collectively, rather than adding to them. Or, as some courts have thought, 'manifest-disregard' may have been shorthand for § 10(a)(3) or § 10(a)(4).. The reason for the Court's minimalist approach is unclear. Maybe it failed to define the scope of the doctrine because that was the only way to gamer a majority vote.
14 3 Or maybe it avoided the issue because the right to contractual expansion was the actual issue raised by the parties.'" Regardless, the Court's statement that manifest disregard does not include review for legal error is out there, and it appears to be consistent with what the Wilko Court intended manifest disregard to mean.1 45 But that does not mean it is correct or that the statement is broad enough to preclude review for legal error in all types of arbitration.
146
In fact, the Court's manifest-disregard jurisprudence may for vacatur and even if Congress fails to codify manifest disregard any time in the near future, state courts will still have the opportunity to redefine the doctrine, as some states have adopted manifest disregard as a ground for vacatur under their state arbitration acts. See infra note 150. In fact, state courts may be a good testing ground for my proposal to see how efficiently it works. See Huber, supra note 106, at 563 ("In the absence of agreement about what is desired from the concept of manifest disregard of the law, whether under that name or an alternative rubric, no good answer is available. This is a situation tailor-made for state law experimentation."). be vague enough for future courts to step around the "no legal error" limitation, at least in noncommercial arbitrations.1 47 Part III explains why they should do so.
IV. CREATING A NEW CASE-CENTRIC MODEL FOR APPLYING MANIFEST DISREGARD
Given the Supreme Court's failure to clarify manifest disregard's scope in Hall Street, the doctrine still has at least four significant flaws, all of which impact mandatory arbitration's procedural justice. First, as previously mentioned, it has no firm basis in law. The Supreme Court created the doctrine in dicta in a case that it subsequently overturned, 14 8 and it expressed uncertainty over the doctrinal foundation in Hall Street.' 49 Although this is a significant flaw, it has been amply addressed elsewhere in the literature.1s 0 For now, I will focus on the other three, which are (1) that the doctrine remains largely undefined, (2) that the definition we have is too limited, and (3) that courts apply the doctrine uniformly regardless of the nature of the arbitration. Then, after explaining the nature and effects of the flaws in the current doctrine, I propose a new method for applying it-one that allows courts to review awards for legal error in mandatory arbitrations. This new case-centric method will make mandatory arbitration more palatable by enhancing procedural justice for the parties forced into it. And it will move us toward recognizing that not all arbitrations should be treated alike.
147. Because Hall Street involved two commercial parties, you could read its statement on legal error and manifest disregard in that context and decide that the statement applies only to commercial arbitrations. Admittedly, however, you could also read it as a blanket statement precluding review for legal error in all arbitrations, and you could cite Wilko in support of such a reading-because Wilko was not a commercial arbitration and because it also said awards could not be reviewed for legal error. But, as I explain in Part IV, it makes more sense to allow review for legal error in mandatory arbitrations and to not allow review for legal error in commercial arbitrations. 
A. The Doctrine Remains Largely Undefined
Manifest disregard's meaning still is unclear. When the Supreme Court mentioned manifest disregard in Wilko, it did so with little explanation of what the phrase meant.'' And the Court didn't elaborate on how to interpret that phrase until issuing its opinion in Hall Street more than fifty years later. 1 5 2 Even then, the Court took a minimalist approach to addressing the doctrine by telling us what manifest disregard does not mean instead of what it does.' 5 3 Specifically, the Court said that the doctrine does not allow courts to review awards for legal error; it failed, however, to otherwise explain the doctrine's scope. 5 4 So it remains undefined, which is why lower courts have been free over the last fifty years to create their own definitions.'" This is, at least in part, why parties have relied on manifest disregard so frequently over the last half century when attempting to overturn arbitration awards.
56
This lack of definition means that we will continue to have no uniform standard across jurisdictions for applying the doctrine. As a result, parties will be subject to different standards based on the jurisdiction in which their arbitration takes place. ' This may lead to forum shopping by parties sophisticated enough to include the more favorable jurisdictions in their forum-selection clauses. 158 Moreover, it diminishes perceptions of procedural justice in arbitration because parties prefer defined procedures. 5 Specifically, even if manifest disregard has 151. 346 U.S. at 436-37 ("In unrestricted submissions,. .. the interpretations of the law by the arbitrators in contrast to manifest disregard are not subject, in the federal courts, to judicial review for error in interpretation.").
152. 552 U.S. at 584-85. 157. Hayford, supra note 10, at 125-26 (summarizing different manifest-disregard standards currently applied by various courts).
See Ellis
158. Those parties, for example, might avoid forums within the Second Circuit, which currently seems more inclined than most other circuits to review awards for legal error. See, e.g., Willemijn Houdstermaatschappij, BV v. Standard Microsystems Corp., 103 F.3d 9, 13 (2d Cir 1997) ("[Al court may infer that the arbitrators manifestly disregarded the law if it finds that the error made by the arbitrators is so obvious that it would be instantly perceived by the average person qualified to serve as an arbitrator.").
159. Shestowsky, supra note 81, at 236, 241-42 (finding through three experiments that parties prefer rules that are pre-established). a set meaning in each jurisdiction, when parties fight over the appropriate jurisdiction, it is unclear which manifest-disregard doctrine will apply.1 60 Finally, the lack of definition is troublesome because it has persisted for so long. More than fifty years have passed since the Supreme Court created manifest disregard in 1953. So, for more than fifty years, parties have been fighting over the meaning of this standard. And the Supreme Court's recent decision addressing manifest disregard will only increase the number of disputes involving the doctrine.161 Perhaps finally defining it will reduce the use of resources necessary to resolve these disputes and will improve parties' perceptions of mandatory arbitration's procedural fairness.
B. Not All Arbitrations Are Alike
Arbitration is designed to be an efficient process-limited discovery, limited rules of evidence, and limited review of awards." The "New Litigation ", 2010 U. ILL. L. REV. 1, 4 ("Conventional wisdom suggests that businesses choose binding arbitration mainly because it is perceived to be different from litigation. Parties look for some or all of the following: cost savings, shorter resolution times, a more satisfactory process, expert decision makers, privacy and confidentiality, and relative finality.").
163. See Sarah Rudolph Cole, Uniform Arbitration: "One Size Fits All" Does Not Fit, 16 OHIO ST. J. ON DisP. RESOL. 759, 780 (2001) (calling for "separate arbitration acts--one designed to offer procedural protections to one-shot players and the other to protect the integrity of the traditional arbitral process"); see also BRUNET ET AL., supra note 75, at 3 (stating that "policies relating to expertise, efficiency, and finality are often trumped by higher order principles that support arbitration").
164. Sternlight, supra note 5, at 1636.
See id. at 1638-39.
There is no bilateral consent.' 66 In fact, sometimes commercial parties are able to bind others to arbitration without having them sign an arbitration agreement.' 6 7 The purpose is to lock them into a less formal method of adjudicating disputes where they have little chance of challenging a legally inaccurate award and where the commercial parties have repeat player advantages.
Purely commercial arbitrations, on the other hand, have a much longer history and involve parties with relatively equal bargaining power that freely agree to arbitrate their claims.' 69 The parties make an economic decision to forego the more involved, time-consuming litigation process because they value the potential efficiency of arbitration.o 70 Efficiency is more important in this context than whether any given award is accurate. Inaccurate awards balance out over time because of these parties' repeat player status. t 7 1
Congress intended the FAA to cover purely commercial arbitrations,1 7 2 as it did not want arbitration agreements to be "offered on a take-it-or-leave-it basis to captive customers or employees."' 73 It based
166.
See BRUNET ET AL., supra note 75, at 6-7 ("Bilateral consent to arbitrate is essential to autonomy and to freedom. If only one party wants arbitration, the other party loses control."); Reuben, supra note 47, at 282 (stating that involuntary arbitration "frustrates the larger goals of democratic governance").
167. Sternlight, supra note 5, at 1640 ("Thus, companies often impose arbitration on their consumers by including an arbitration agreement in a document that is received by the consumer but not necessarily read and certainly not signed.").
168. Id. at 1650-51 ("Whereas a given company will tend to arbitrate many consumer disputes, a given consumer or employee will typically arbitrate, at most, one. Thus, the companies have far greater experience with and exposure to the arbitration process than do the consumers or employees.").
169. See id. at 1635 (discussing how businesses have traditionally used arbitration to settle disputes); Cole, supra note 163, at 773 (discussing the dynamics of arbitration agreements between repeat players).
170. Sternlight, supra note 5, at 1635. Businesses also look for privacy and arbitrator expertise. Id 171. Cole, supra note 163, at 775 ("Moreover, for repeat players, it is irrelevant that errors may occur in determining the outcome of a particular dispute, as long as no systematic bias presents itself. Repeat players are aware that outcomes should balance out over the long term.").
172. For example, during a floor debate on the FAA the Chairman of the House Committee on the Judiciary said: "This bill simply provides for one thing, and that is to give an opportunity to enforce an agreement in commercial contracts and admiralty contracts-an agreement to arbitrate, when voluntarily placed in the document by the parties to it." 65 CoNG. REC. its reasoning on the fairness principle. Specifically, when parties enter into an arbitration agreement, the agreement's fairness is assessed in one of two ways: looking at the conditions underlying the agreement's formation or looking at the substantive fairness of the agreement itself.
74
Under either view, the parties who are subjected to mandatory arbitration do not receive a fair exchange. They have little choice in deciding whether to accept the arbitration clause-if they even know it is in their agreement-and the agreement itself is drafted to favor the commercial party.s
75
Congress recognized the potential inequity of allowing mandatory arbitration under these circumstances, which is why it intended the FAA to apply to commercial arbitrations.1 7 6
So far, courts have failed to fully recognize Congress's intent and, more generally, have failed to recognize that not all arbitrations should be treated alike.' 7 7 For example, regardless of what manifest-disregard standard a particular jurisdiction chooses to apply, it applies that standard uniformly to all arbitrations.1 78 So courts within that jurisdiction apply the same standard to mandatory arbitrations and commercial arbitrations alike.'
79
This one-size-fits-all approach to the manifest-disregard standard is a mistake.'" It either tends to promote efficiency at the 388 U.S. 395, 414 (1967) (Black, J., dissenting)). In Prima Paint, Justice Black said: "The members of Congress revealed an acute awareness of this problem. On several occasions they expressed opposition to a law which would enforce even a valid arbitration provision contained in a contract between parties of unequal bargaining power." 388 U.S. at 414.
174 177. This is a byproduct of the Supreme Court's national policy favoring arbitration and its steady expansion of claims that parties may be forced to arbitrate.
178. See Cole, supra note 163, at 759. 179. The term "mandatory arbitration" is somewhat controversial, as some arbitration scholars believe it unfairly characterizes arbitration agreements signed by consumers, employees, or franchisees. See Sternlight, supra note 5, at 1632 n.1 (citing authors who disagree with the nomenclature). I previously defined mandatory arbitration as, among other things, any arbitration where a party, including a commercial party, with grossly unequal bargaining power is required through contract to arbitrate a dispute. See supra note 3. 1 admit that this definition seems troublesome in terms of the proposal I make in this paper on at least two counts. First, determining whether unequal bargaining power exists will require a fact-based inquiry by the court reviewing the arbitration award, which will increase the expense of the arbitration. Second, including commercial parties within this definition will present situations where such a party, even though it has unequal bargaining power, may be sophisticated enough to make an informed economic decision regarding whether to sign the arbitration agreement. Nevertheless, the definition I provide should work in the mandatory-arbitration context.
180. See Cole, supra note 163, at 759 (arguing that it is a mistake to treat arbitration as a "one size fits all dispute resolution mechanism"); Stipanowich, supra note 162, at 39 n.289 ("One-size-expense of parties who had little choice in deciding whether to arbitrate their claims, or it increases costs for parties who chose arbitration intending it to be an efficient way to resolve disputes. 1 8 ' Thus, it fails to recognize that parties forced into arbitration may want, and deserve, greater procedural protections than commercial parties who made an economic decision to arbitrate. 182 Courts should place more emphasis on accuracy in mandatory arbitration by expanding manifest disregard to cover situations where arbitrators make a legal error-whether intentional or not. The narrow definition that most courts currently apply excessively limits judges' ability to correct arbitrators' mistakes. 83 This means that parties subjected to mandatory arbitration have no control over correcting an award when an arbitrator unintentionally disregards the law, which is particularly troublesome given that arbitrators often fail to follow the law.' 84 The procedural justice literature shows that parties like decision control; in particular, parties want the ability to appeal arbitrators' decisions.'" Mandatory arbitration seems like the ideal context to experiment with giving parties that control, particularly given the recent public campaigns against mandatory arbitration that have focused on arbitration's limited-review principle.'" Consequently, it is time to redefine manifest disregard to give more control to parties subjected to mandatory arbitration. 181. See Stipanowich, supra note 162, at 38-39; see also Huber, supra note 106, at 562 ("Applying a single standard of legal review to all arbitration awards seems to provide too much review in some instances, but too little review in others [sic] instances.").
182. Treating all arbitrations alike may also tend to harm commercial arbitration in this sense: given the recent push against mandatory arbitration, overreaching reform proposals that do not differentiate between mandatory and commercial arbitrations may unnecessarily carry over to the commercial realm. See Stipanowich, supra note 162, at 40 ("In another of the ironic twists that permeate the history of modem arbitration, pro-arbitration policy and classic contract theory combined to bring standardized employment and consumer agreements alongside commercial agreements for enforcement purposes, provoking responses that sometimes carry over into the commercial realm."); see also Cole, supra note 163, at 759 ("Proponents of a unified approach to arbitration fail to recognize that increasing process to protect employees and consumers may impose burdens on other groups, such as merchants, where those burdens are not warranted."). . But see Drahozal, supra note 9, at 190 (stating that empirical evidence doesn't support the idea that arbitration is "lawless").
185. See Folger, supra note 40, at 63-69 (summarizing studies showing that giving parties decision control through appeal mechanisms enhances procedural justice).
186. See sources cited supra notes 5, I1.
C. A Case-Centric Method for Applying Manifest Disregard
Around the time the Supreme Court announced its "national policy favoring arbitration" in 1984,'g it began expanding the scope of arbitrable claims to include public-law disputes that previously were offlimits to arbitration.' 88 Now virtually all claims are arbitrable, which allows parties to "privatize" public law and transform mandatory rules to default rules by requiring arbitration of their disputes.'" Andrew Guzman has criticized the expansion because allowing parties to contract around mandatory rules inappropriately externalizes costs, reduces social welfare, and circumvents the will of Congress.1 90 And Stephen Ware has suggested expanding protections against erroneous arbitration awards by requiring de novo review of all arbitration decisions involving mandatory rules. 191 I agree with Guzman's criticisms, and Ware's suggestion would work well in commercial arbitrations-for instance, antitrust disputes. But in mandatory arbitration, the procedural protections should expand even further, giving parties who have not truly consented to arbitration more outcome control.
Specifically, courts should review all awards in mandatory arbitration for legal error under the manifest-disregard standardregardless of whether those awards involve mandatory rules or default rules. This allows courts to review awards based on the parties involved, not on whether mandatory or default rules are at stake. In other words, courts would examine the parties' relationship to determine whether this expanded standard would apply. Based on how I previously defined mandatory arbitration,1 92 the expanded standard would apply to employment disputes, consumer disputes, franchisee disputes, civil rights disputes, and disputes where the parties have grossly unequal bargaining power.' 9 3 The narrow standard that most courts currently apply would still apply to purely commercial arbitrations. Parties may still contract around default rules under my proposal, and arbitrators would have to apply the contractual terms with their applications being reviewed for legal error-that is, the arbitrator must apply the parties' private law.' 94 This preserves some power to the party drafting the arbitration agreement because it can draft around default rules that would otherwise apply. While this would allow commercial parties to contract around rules that may benefit consumers, employees, and others who are subjected to mandatory arbitration, any attempt to contract around default rules would be reviewed under the unconscionability standard, meaning that the drafting party cannot abuse its power. 95 Also, courts should not allow parties to contract around the right to confirm, vacate, or modify an award, nor should they allow parties to contractually eliminate the reviewing court's ability to award costs or fees.' 96 This would prevent the drafting party from contractually avoiding the rule proposed here. Finally, arbitrators would be obligated to apply default rules that parties have not contracted around. Any failure to apply those rules would be subject to review for legal error, thus increasing parties' ability to rely on a prescribed set of rules.
These changes would protect parties subjected to mandatory arbitration from corporate overreaching and give them the opportunity to correct arbitrators' mistakes. In other words, the changes would increase decision control, thus enhancing procedural justice. 197 The changes also are justified given the recent push against mandatory arbitration.198 197. Folger, supra note 40, at 68 ("On balance, it seems warranted to conclude that direct outcome control enhances procedural justice.").
198. See sources cited supra note 5.
Specifically, consider how public sentiment against mandatory arbitration has continued to grow over the last twenty years. Consumers, employees, franchisees, patients, and others who are subjected to mandatory arbitration are increasingly arguing that it is not fair to require resolution of their claims in a forum where little, if any, chance for error correction exists.' 9 9 They have even convinced some members of Congress to support an outright ban on mandatory arbitration. 200 Because the procedural-justice literature shows us that parties' subjective viewpoints matter, those viewpoints should influence the design of an appropriate manifest-disregard standard. 20 1 The standard proposed here considers those viewpoints.
Multiple possible objections to this proposal exist. For example, some might think that it inhibits freedom of contract. 202 Parties generally sign arbitration agreements because they want to avoid the formal litigation process, and allowing review for legal error in mandatory arbitration makes it more likely that parties will nevertheless have to litigate their claims in court.
20 3 Consequently, my proposed change also goes against the supposed "essential feature" of arbitration-finality.m Businesses might be less inclined to include arbitration clauses in their standardized contracts if consumers, employees, and others who are forced into arbitration have greater rights to appeal. 205 Such a change could also have negative effects for those forced into arbitration. Namely, if they win, and if the appeal-for-legal-error rule applies to all parties, then the commercial parties could freely appeal, thereby increasing the expense of litigating the claim. 206 Finally, arbitrators usually do not issue reasoned opinions, and the lack of reasoned opinions makes it more difficult for reviewing courts to determine whether the arbitrator made a legal error. 20 7 Thus, the lack of reasoned opinions would inhibit the effectiveness of my proposal. 208 These are all valid, debatable points. But none is compelling enough to avoid recognizing that courts should review awards in mandatory arbitration under a different standard or that parties subjected to mandatory arbitration deserve greater procedural rights. 209 Specifically, the ex ante freedom of contract argument carries little weight because parties who are asked to sign arbitration agreements often fail to read them and, even if they did, they would have little power to negotiate terms. 21 o In other words, they usually have not given informed consent and therefore have not freely contracted to arbitrate. 211 Also, the notion of finality in arbitration is overblown. Finality should be a concern only if the parties intended the arbitration to be final-an idea premised on party autonomy. When one of the parties does not give informed consent to arbitrate, that party cannot have intended arbitration as the final forum for resolving a dispute.
2 12 Additionally, whether businesses will avoid including mandatory-arbitration clauses in their agreements gives me little concern. Businesses will base their decisions on a cost-benefit analysis. If mandatory arbitration's benefits still outweigh its costs, which they probably will, then businesses will continue using it. If not, they won't. 213 Either way, my proposal avoids the harsher sanction of eliminating mandatory arbitration altogether, which would take the decision of whether to arbitrate completely out of businesses' hands.
Nevertheless, in deference to some of the concerns with my basic proposal, consider the following additional tweaks. First, courts should sanction parties for frivolous appeals that rely on the manifest-disregard standard. Ideally, the possibility of sanctions would appear in section 10 of the FAA after manifest disregard is codified, if Congress codifies the doctrine. 214 This would give courts additional textual justification for sanctioning parties who file frivolous appeals. 2 15 Alternatively, courts could use their inherent powers over the litigation process to sanction parties who improperly rely on manifest disregard. 2 16 The Eleventh 213. One potential critique here is that I seem to believe that businesses can perform cost-benefit analyses but consumers, employees, or franchisees cannot. My response to this is twofold. First, businesses have better information. They are repeat players, they know what the arbitration agreement says, they know the effects of the arbitration agreement, and they know the costs of arbitration. Consumers, employees, and franchisees usually have none of these advantages. Also, consumers, employees, and franchisees often do not have the luxury of performing a cost-benefit analysis. If they need a certain product and all sellers of that product require arbitration, if they need a certain job and all employers offering that job require arbitration, or if they want to purchase a certain franchise and the franchisor requires arbitration, then they have no choice in whether they will arbitrate any disputes related to that product, job, or franchise. See supra notes 16548 and accompanying text. Second, the procedural justice studies show that parties want fair results (this is true for studies performed before and after disputes arise). See, e.g., Naimark & Keer, supra note 69, at 204. The problem is that before disputes arise, parties discount the possibility of a dispute ever arising. Then after disputes arise, parties realize how limited their rights are under the arbitration agreement. In other words, cost-benefit analyses performed before disputes arise may tend to assign too little weight to the possibility of a dispute arising.
214. See Drahozal, supra note 150, at 235. 215. Other textual bases exist for sanctioning parties for frivolous appeals. See, e.g., FED. R. APP. P. 38 ("If a court of appeals determines that an appeal is frivolous, it may, after a separately filed motion or notice from the court and reasonable opportunity to respond, award just damages and single or double costs to the appellee."). However, explicitly including sanctions as a possibility for frivolous appeals under the manifest-disregard standard should have an additional deterrent effect. Circuit recently did so.
2 17 And it did so based in part on the frequency of parties seeking vacatur under this standard.
18
While sanctions' effectiveness in deterring frivolous appeals may be debatable,' 9 taking this step is appropriate in this context, particularly if the sanctions are levied based on an objective standard. That is, courts should consider whether the appeal itself has any merit, not whether the attorneys filing it did so in bad faith. 2 20 Subjective intent should be irrelevant. Although this may deter some parties from filing valid appeals under the manifest-disregard standard, 2 2 ' it should also force attorneys to "stop, think, and investigate" before filing an appeal, particularly if no showing of bad faith is required before sanctions are imposed. 2 22 This, presumably, would reduce the number of meritless pro forma appeals under manifest disregard.
223
For the second tweak, a court should allow only the party forced into arbitration to appeal for legal error under the broader manifest-disregard standard. The obvious objection to such a rule is that businesses would find it unfair-they would object to being bound by a legally inaccurate 217. B.L. Harbert Int'l, 441 F.3d at 914 ("The warning this opinion provides is that in order to further the purposes of the FAA and to protect arbitration as a remedy we are ready, willing, and able to consider imposing sanctions in appropriate cases."). Remember, however, that the B.L. Harbert court made this announcement based on the current manifest-disregard standard. It would be easier for courts to issue sanctions under the current standard, which requires some proof that the arbitrator consciously disregarded known, applicable law than it would under my proposed standard, which requires only legal error.
218. Id. ("The notice it provides, hopefully to even the least astute reader, is that this Court is exasperated by those who attempt to salvage arbitration losses through litigation that has no sound basis in the law applicable to arbitration awards."). Parties rely on manifest disregard in attempting to overtum arbitration awards more than any other ground for vacatur. See, e.g., LeRoy & Feuille, supra note 10, at 189; Scodro, supra note 94, at 566-67.
219. See Mark R. Kravitz, Unpleasant Duties: Imposing Sanctions for Frivolous Appeals, 4 J. APP. PRAc. & PROcESS 335, 343-47 (2002) (noting that some courts are reluctant to impose sanctions for frivolous appeals even though they have the statutory authority to do so, which, of course, would have a negative effect on deterrence); see also Roger J. Miner, Lecture, Professional award when the other party is not. But businesses can still rely on the narrow manifest-disregard standard.
22 4 And they can still manipulate the procedural fairness of arbitration by drafting the arbitration agreement. For example, they may still contract around any default rules that might otherwise favor consumers, employees, and the others who are forced to arbitrate.
22 5 Thus, they would simply have to weigh the limitation on their right to appeal under the broader standard against their ability to otherwise shape arbitration procedures and then make an economic decision on whether to continue requiring mandatory arbitration.
The third tweak to this basic proposal is that I would require reasoned opinions in mandatory arbitration. 226 While requiring reasoned opinions would increase the formality and expense of the arbitration, which is the main objection to such a rule, 22 7 it would simplify the task of reviewing the awards for legal error. Both the parties involved and the appellate court would have a better understanding of how the arbitrator decided the case. 22 8 Also, this would increase the likelihood that arbitrators would at least try to follow the law, thus increasing the accuracy of awards while reducing the likelihood of judicial review. So, for mandatory arbitration at least, the benefits of reasoned opinions outweigh their costs and would improve the procedural fairness of mandatory arbitration for the parties subjected to it. 230 Overall, this proposal makes mandatory arbitration more palatable from a procedural-justice standpoint because it enhances accuracy and provides greater decision control. 1 It also makes mandatory arbitration's procedures seem more fair, and it provides an alternative to the elimination of mandatory arbitration altogether. Moreover, it attempts to fix some of the problems with manifest disregard as it is currently defined. While these fixes may not be perfect, they are an improvement over the current manifest-disregard standard, which, when applied narrowly, negatively impacts mandatory arbitration's procedural justice.
V. CONCLUSION
The Supreme Court has made little effort to define manifest disregard in the fifty years since it created the doctrine, so lower courts have been free to apply the doctrine as they see fit. While most have applied it narrowly in the name of efficiency, some have applied it broadly by reviewing awards for legal error. Consequently, manifest disregard has become central in the debate over whether efficiency or accuracy is the more important arbitration policy.
The relative emphasis placed on efficiency and accuracy should depend on the type of arbitration. Pure commercial arbitrations are intended to be an efficient process, and the parties to those arbitrations care less about the accuracy of their awards. So it makes sense that we should limit judicial review in that context. But for mandatory arbitration, noncommercial parties have little choice in deciding whether to accept the arbitration clause-if they even know it is in their agreement-and the agreement itself is drafted to favor the commercial party. 232 It thus makes sense to give the parties subjected to mandatory arbitration greater procedural protections.
230. My proposal could work without the reasoned opinion requirement. Courts could still review the record and attempt to deternine whether the arbitrator made a mistake. However, requiring courts to discern legal error from the record would be less efficient and less likely to result in vacated awards.
231. While commercial parties who mandate arbitration in their agreements may disagree, at the very least my proposal offers an alternative to the elimination of mandatory arbitration altogether, an idea that is gaining popular appeal. See sources cited supra note 5.
232. BRUNET ET AL., supra note 75, at 7.
The proposal here does that. Specifically, it increases decision control for the parties who are subjected to mandatory arbitration by allowing those parties to appeal arbitrators' awards for legal error. But to avoid overwhelming courts with appeals, it also allows courts to sanction parties for frivolous appeals based on an objective standard that requires no bad faith before sanctions are levied. It also incentivizes arbitrators to avoid legal error because increased errors will result in decreased demand for those arbitrators' services. Overall, this proposal provides an alternative to the incoherent and inequitable manifestdisregard standard that we currently have, and, more broadly, it offers an alternative to eliminating mandatory arbitration altogether-an idea that seems to be gaining popular appeal. Thus, I submit it for consideration as a new approach to the manifest-disregard standard going forward.
